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Dear Friends,

X am sending you a copy of the latest WCC statement on *Mission & Evangelism —

An Ecumenical Affirmation". If you wish to know what WCC consensus is on the

subject, and areas of disagreements, for they are there too, this is the paper

to read and to keep.

How has this paper come about? Who does it represent? Emilio Castro puts it

this way:

"In 1976, immediately after the Fifth Assembly of the World Council of

Churches in Nairobi, the Central Committee asked CWME to prepare a

document containing the basic convictions of the ecumenical movement

on the topic of mission and evangelism. The Central Committee itself

began to work in that direction by preparing in 1976 a letter to the

churches, calling their attention to the confessing character of every

local community (see Ecumenical Review, October 1977). During the

preparation of the world mission conference held in Melbourne in 1980

on the theme ! Your Kingdom Come', CWME engaged in a long and fruitful

conversation with churches of all confessions and regions, assessing

the priorities for our missionary obedience today.

In 1981, the Central Committee received this document, 'Mission and

Evangelism — An Ecumenical Affirmation", for a first reading; in the

most recent session of the Central Committee in July 1982, this

affirmation was approved and sent to the churches for their consi-

deration, inspiration and implementation.

The document summarizes some central points which have been learned

in the thinking and doing of mission and evangelism in the member

churches of the WCC. The WCC is in a privileged position for this

task because it is the meeting place of the Orthodox and Protestant

churches. In addition, a serious and very constructive Roman

Catholic participation is also a normal feature of CWME ' s life.
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As usual with ecumenical documents, the authority of the document

depends on its content and is not binding for any one of the member

churches; most of the churches have had an opportunity to contribute

to the formulation of this document and will recognize themselves in

many of the pages. In the Protestant family, people of different

theological persuasions and not merely different denominations have

been consulted and have participated in meetings in order to help

prepare this affirmation."

A good way to tackle this ecumenical statement, I believe, is suggested

by Archbishop Edward Scott. In his moderator’s report at the last Central

Committee, he was reflecting on the WCC as a context in which churches can

challenge each other as to their ultimate loyalty:

"This need (to challenge each other) I believe is reflected in our

search for a consensus. I personally have a deep reluctance to making

any human statement or structure 'absolute' because I believe this step

is very close to idolatry. When Moses felt the very deep call to go

into Egypt to lead his people out of captivity - a call he wanted to

resist - he asked for the name of the god that called him. The

response was that incredible answer 'I am that I am' - or 'I will be

that I will be'. A scholar with a good sense of humour put it this

way: 'I am that I am - but not always what you think I am'.' So often

and in so many subtle ways we forget this reality; instead of trying

to understand at depth what it means to be made, male and female, in

the image of God, we tend to make God in our image, in the image of

our understanding of God which is always less than God. We need to

live with that sense of transcendence, with that sense of judgment on

our own views

.

In our search for consensus I believe we are seeking a new and deeper

understanding of the truth, 'of what is', the truth that is large

enough to comprehend the aspects of truth that have been a part of

the heritage of each and every church. This does not involve giving

up positions that are crucial or settling for a lowest common

denominator, but a common quest into a deeper and fuller understand-

ing. In this process we do not lose - we all gain!"

To a very large extent, the statement and its evolution excitingly approxi-

mates this process. "Approximate", because we have still a long way to go in

learning to learn together. For instance, in the section on Witness Among

People of Living Faiths , No. 42, though true, is hardly "deep and full":

"The Word is at work in every human life. In Jesus of Nazareth the

Word became a human being. The wonder of his ministry of love

persuades Christians to testify to people of every religious and non-

religious persuasion of this decisive presence of God in Christ. In

him is our salvation..."

I would have loved to remove the "our" in the last sentence and affirm "in him

is salvation", or something close. But then, the same paragraph goes on to

confess that "among Christians there are still differences of understanding as

to how this salvation in Christ is available to people of diverse religious

persuasions. But all agree that witness should be rendered to all." Over this

fundamental issue, I hope the ecumenical movement can go beyond agreeing to

disagree

.
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Well, I should not have prejudiced your assessment by singling out what I

feel to be a weakness. It is an honest, self-confessing weakness in a state-

ment which makes explicit the underlying convictions of the life of the WCC.

These convictions have become very meaningful to me in my missionary commitment.

Let me share with you how, almost accidentally, I once put this statement to

use. Some time ago, I was in South China in a university town during a short

trip. A pastor asked me if I could share with the more active members of the

congregation something about the development of the Protestant church outside

of China in the last two decades. I readily agreed. I enjoy the give and take

of a small group. As it turned out, almost three hundred people showed up. I

was in a panic. The pastor too. He had not expected so many, and "most are

non-Christians, probably having absolutely no idea what Christianity is about .

How would I communicate? One option was to talk about the sociology of

religion. That would be communicable. But I rejected that. Probably people

living in a Marxist state could do that better than I can. Why should I? So

in desperation, I took out a draft of "Mission & Evangelism - An Ecumenical

Affirmation" and simply ran through the lists of convictions, telling illus-

trative stories here and there - Conversion; The Gospel to all Realms of Life;

The Church & Its Unity in God's Mission; Mission in Christ's Way; Good News to

the Poor; Mission in & to Six Continents; Witness among People of Living Faiths.

Believe you me, I did that in forty-five minutes. The questions lasted twice

as much. Apparently, I was getting through somehow.

Will you test-use this statement in discussion sessions with adults and young

people in your congregation? Or use it as a catechism? Or sermon focuses? I

covet your response, and your help in getting these ecumenical convictions to

the grassroot. They speak the voice of committed people throughout the world.

With warm greetings.

Yours in Christ,

WHAT IS YOUR HOPE FOR VANCOUVER IN TERMS OF EVANGELISM ?

Would you write a paragraph or two in response to the above question?

I hope to carry your views on the subject in an early-1983 issue of

the Monthly Letter. If you could articulate your thoughts in the

language of the Vancouver theme - Jesus Christ, the Life of the

World - that would be great. What I want, however, is simply your

considered opinion on what kind of emphasis the WCC should give to

evangelism. What do you want to hear from the Assembly on evangelism?
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Dear Friends,

What happened to evangelism in Vancouver? How fared evangelism at the Sixth

Assembly? Here is one man's assessment.

In a very real sense, asking the question is like asking how the shark's fin

tastes like in a sumptuous twelve-course Chinese dinner. Wrong question'.

You do not single out one ingredient among the many for attention. No one

dish is judged on its own. The shark's fin soup is part of that which goes

before - an appetizer likely consisting of a few thin slices of roast piglet

skin - and that which comes after - probably a light number such as steamed

shrimps. They all go into one big, robust multi-flavour meal. The same is

true with discussion on evangelism. By the way, proclaiming the^Good News

and sharing a feast is, incidentally, no frivolous comparison.

Evangelism was certainly not an "every-minute" word in Vancouver in the same

way "peace", "justice", "unity" was, or "TV". (We received a daily sixteen-

hour television coverage.) It was probably an "everyday" word, not so much

from the platform as from the plenary floor, from small groups, from pro-

gramme hearings, and from the issue groups. However, it does not bother me

that the word "evangelism" did not come booming out of the loudspeakers. (I

would love to have heard a few such booms though.) For me, the primary need

for evangelism today is not more exhortation, or strategies, but much sharper

clarity as to what constitutes the Good News. What is the Christian message?

What are we, as Christians, committing ourselves to? What are we asking

t other people who do not know Jesus Christ to commit themselves to? As we

share Jesus Christ, what are we sharing? In short, what is the Christian
' faith all about? If we deal with this concern, I believe we are dealing

with the fundamental issue of evangelism today.

In this light, the Assembly has been emphatic on evangelism. It has been

adament in trying to spell out the meaning and vision of the Christian faith

as it bears on the world today. Take for instance the "churchy" statement

on Baptism, Eucharist and Ministry. It became the focal point of the discus-

sion on unity which so dominated the Assembly. Going over it with deliberate
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attention, one rightly could regard it substantially as a Gospel tract on what

it means to be a Christian today. The Assembly, I am happy to say, cared a

great deal about the content of the Christian faith.

I would not have given this emphasis such importance evangelismwise had it not

been for the way in which most of the evangelism discussions in the churches

occur. In most of the church’s concern for evangelism and growth, there has

been very little interest given to the content of the Christian faith. Church

people are urged to evangelize. Much effort has gone in for research on

strategies. But there is often very little interest in the content of the

Good News, that which we are supposed to proclaim. We say one third of the

world’s people have not heard. We get ourselves busy talking about how, for-

getting what it is we want them to hear. To our evangelistic efforts, I can

hear many non-Christian people respond, "In inviting me to believe in Jesus,

what are you inviting me to?" The Assembly recognized this response and strove

hard to give a reply in terms of unity and renewal, peace and justice, sharing

and healing, learning and participating, on both the personal and the corporate

levels of life. In this sense, the Assembly has served the cause of evangelism.

It has presented a fairly sharp and faithful vision of the Christian life to the

world. To be a Christian today is to be such kinds of persons, to lead such

kinds of life, to be involved in such tasks, and to build such kinds of world.

As indicated, many discussions on evangelism do not concern themselves with the

content of the Christian faith. And too often, the vision of what it means to

be a Christian that we offer to our neighbours boils down to no more than

respectable behaviour and membership in a local church. Too often, the world

vision projected by our evangelistic efforts is nothing more than this existing

world except that everybody belongs to a church. In communicating the Good

News of Jesus, we proclaim the good news that Jesus came in order that everyone

in the world would eventually belong to the church we go to on a Sunday morning'.

As a good Baptist, I can but I am not sure if I want to imagine a world popula-

ted by Baptist churches as we know them today - be they Hong Kong Baptist,

Burmese Baptist, European Baptist, American Baptist or Southern Baptist. It

may not be a bad picture
,Q but ,

surely hardly one that qualifies as the King-

dom. Charles Colson of Watergate fame knows somewhat better. In the intro-

duction to his book Life Sentence , he wrote: "I came upon a newspaper report of

the latest Gallup Poll. One third of all adult Americans, fifty million people,

claimed to be 'born again'. Church attendance .. .was increasing. That was good

news. Yet abortions were increasing, too, at a much faster rate, divorces were

up, millions of couples were living together out of wed-lock, pornography was

rampant, avowed homosexuals sought the right to be ordained as clergymen, econo-

mic and racial discrimination continue record high..." Some of us in the

ecumenical movement would disagree with some on the list, and add others of our

own: "Yet poverty worsens, hunger more rampant, human rights daily violated,

more and more people marginalized within their own societies, war and the

threats of war..." Whatever, the world as it is plus the proliferation of

churches as they are cannot be what the Christian faith is all about. An

evangelism which invites people to such a vision is surely much less than the

evangelism of the Scriptures. And yet, much of the dominant form of evangelism

today, in its disregard of the content of the Christian faith, wittingly or

otherwise, projects precisely such a view. Vancouver had a much clearer bibli

cal vision. It called the churches to examine what it is we should be proclaim-

ing today.

That is the way I read the Assembly in terms of evangelism. There are, to be

sure, some clear and explicit references to evangelism in Assembly official

statements. "Life Together", the Message of the Assembly to Churches, has a
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whole paragraph on the subject. Coming after a renewal of commitment to

Christian unity, and right before that to justice and peace, the Assembly

reports to the churches that

"We renew our commitment to mission and evangelism. By this we

mean that deep identification with others in which we can tell the

good news that Jesus Christ, God and Saviour, is the Life of the

World. We cannot impose faith by our eloquence. We can nourish

it with patience and caring so that the Holy Spirit, God the

Evangelist, may give us the words to speak. Our proclamation has

to be translated into every language and culture. Whatever our

context among people of living faiths and no faith, we remember

that God's love is for everyone, without exception. All are

invited to the banquet. Jesus Christ, the living bread, calls

everyone who is hungry, and his food is unlimited.

The Programme Guidelines Committee recommended eight priority areas on the

basis of Assembly discussion. Evangelism emerges as a clear priority. The

report explains that these priorities "are intended to provide focus and

orientation for new initiatives to be undertaken by the WCC in the coming

years. They presuppose the continuation of work in areas defined by the

functions of the WCC, i.e. unity of the church, mission, service, education

and renewal." On evangelism, the Programme Guidelines Committee states:

"Evangelism should undergird the work in all WCC programmes. The

Council should assist member churches in their mission to pro-

claim Christ, the Life of the World, and in their calling of men

and women to faith and discipleship . The implementation of this

priority should have three dimensions. The WCC should:

a) help member churches in developing an understanding of the

relationship between evangelism and culture with regard for

both the contextual proclamation of the Gospel in all cultures

and the transforming power of the Gospel in any culture;

b) seek to develop dialogue with evangelicals not related to the

WCC on the meaning and methods of evangelism, particularly

with concern for the relation between evangelism and the

wholeness of salvation and the criteria for authentic church

growth;

c) help to clarify the distinction between evangelism, carried

out in all its forms, in the spiritual freedom and power of

the Gospel, and proselytism, particularly in view of activi-

ties that evidence an arrogant disregard for people s cultural

integrity .

"

It is much too early to tell how the Message and the Programme Guidelines from

the Assembly will actually work out programmatically. That they provide the

moral and thematic basis for a strong WCC emphasis on evangelism, there should

be little doubt.

Then there is the statement on Witnessing in a Divided World ,
one of the eight

programme-oriented issues which engaged the delegates in the entire second

half of the Assembly. After several drafts, the revised statement was not

accepted by a large majority of the delegates, was returned to drafters, and

finally, for lack of time, referred to the new Central Committee. It was

obvious from the several comments from the floor which led to the vote, that
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most delegates thought the draft on witnessing too weak, the Christology

watered down. In that draft statement, "evangelism was portrayed as a problem,

claimed a delegate. As things now stand, I feel I do not have an adequate

handle on the the statement on witnessing - its status, its meaning, and what

it says about the Assembly, and the WCC . The task of discernment will have

to wait until a later date.

Let me end on a more personal note. The Assembly experience has taught me a

sobering lesson. On several occasions, I was shown portions of various kinds

of draft statements from different Assembly configurations. My opinion was

sought. Every time I came across a reference to evangelism, I felt glad and

I expressed approval. But soon I realized that on many occasions, my approving

attitude was not shared by delegates involved in the same process. They

thought the same references inadequate, incomplete and sometimes inconsistent

with the rest. I was heartened by such clear manifestation of commitment to

evangelism. I was, however, shocked by the difference in response, primarily

my own easy-to-please way, which now revealed to me as almost nonchalant.

Soon it dammed upon me that I had been responding programmatically and bureau-

cratically. The presence of a reference to evangelism in an official statement

ensures and strengthens the operational continuation of the evangelism pro

gramme in the WCC. (Although there is never any doubt about that at all!)

Whereas the delegates had been responding theologically. They were less,

worried about organizational in-house matters as the integrity of the faith,

and its expression in the world. That made them harder to please. A humbling

lesson ever to remember. I believe this experience will have much bearing on

me as a Christian person and as an ecumenical staff working on evangelism.

Finally, an invitation to you to share your ideas on how this evangelism desk

should expend its limited energy and resources during the next several years.

CWME has a small Evangelism Advisory Group (the other two Advisory Groups being

Urban Rural Mission, and Orthodox Relations) and it is meeting in the first

week of November. Please pass on your thoughts before then.

With warm greetings.

Yours in Christ,

Communication III - This is the LAST time we are calling you ,
our readers ,

to

respond to our request to help updating our mailing list and defraying the. cost

of running this Letter . We thank all of those who have already shown their

interest and support . If you have not replied yet ,
please fill in the form

below and return it to us TODAY .

Please PRINT and return to Miss P. Wong ,
CWME/WCC ,

ISO route de Ferney ,
1211

Geneva 20, Switzerland

Name (individuals ) : -

—

Organization

:

—
Address

:

Remarks

:

—
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Dear Friends,

I would like to share with you a statement on evangelism which emerged out of

a CWME consultation in MarchJL987 in Stuttqar±. It was a meeting of 46

persons, roughly half of whom from WCC member churches who hold an evangelism

portfolio, and the other half are people who identify themselves as

"evangelicals" who may or may not have had much to do with the WCC. Please

note that this is not another statement parallel to that of the famous

Ecumenical Affirmation on Mission and Evangelism , WCC, 1983. Rather, it is a

clarification and elaboration of certain key aspects of it pertaining to

evangelism. The last section of the statement has programmat ical implication

and is being followed up.

The other important corporate decision from the consultation is a proposal

addressed jointly to the World Council of Churches, the World Evangelical

Fellowship and the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization. Personally

signed by two of its participants - the Rt Rev. Dr David M. Gitari, Anglican,

Kenya, and Ober k irchenrat Walter Arnold of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in

Wiirttemberg, FRG - the proposal asked the three organizations "to name a

committee to select, publish and disseminate some concrete models of

evangelism that all agree represent evangelism at its best." I can report

that the WCC Executive Committee met recently and responded very positively

to the proposal.

So here it is, the statement from Stuttgart. It was a four-day meeting only.

But there was an astonishing meeting of minds and hearts. This has to do, as

I wrote immediately after the event, with the commitment of participants to

listen to each other, to share their views, and to stay up into the late hours

of the night. As a result, every voice was heard, and every person’s dignity

safeguarded. There were public moments of hurt and of felt domination, but

these moments were quickly followed by equally public moments of healing and

of grace. A participant from Korea wondered aloud in frustration at the

absence of response to her presentation. She compelled several to explain why

it was difficult to respond. That in turn forced her to take us into the

depth of the evangelism experience of her country.

With warm greetings.
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STATEMENT OF STUTTGART CONSULTATION ON EVANGELISM

23-27 March 1987

INTRODUCTION

We have gathered here at Stuttgart from different parts of the

world to consider the place of Evangelism in the programme of t

World Council of Churches and of our respective Churches

orqanisations . Of the many who are evangelicals here, some

belong to Churches which are members of the WCC
.
while others

belong to Churches which are not. Some of us are particularly

involved in the work of promoting evangelism in ou
^ ?w" .

denomination, local church or area. We have come with varying

degrees of ecumenical experience.

Coming from very different theological and ecclesial backgrounds,

we have become deeply conscious of our fellowship in the Co pial

and of our common desire to carry out m
^
s
^
lon

,

^in
.

9

hr^ vision
that God's will may be done. We acknowledge humbly that missio

is God's mission and that the Evangel is God s good news for

humankind. We are unworthy servants earthenware vessels, wh

have been entrusted with a priceless treasure (2 Cor 4.7). This

treasure we seek to share with all, grateful that this shar 9

S;” Seeing to us as wall as to those with whom wa share (I

Cor . 9:23).

We have heard different emphases on how the Gospel is to be

shared. Some emphasized the sharing of the Gospel through

resisting oppression and exploitation of the poor and by

identifying with the marginalized. Others, while not denying the

necessity for such an attitude on the part of the churches have

nevertheless, emphasized the necessity for an
.^indifferent

to faith in Jesus Christ. While recognizing these different

emphases we have come to a common mind on certain matters which

Ire set <Iut below. We offer this statement to the CWME in the

hope that it will stimulate reflection on the place of evangelism

in
P
the conciliar movement, especially in the planning of the 1989

Conference on World Mission and Evangelism.

THE NATURE OF EVANGELISM

1 In our reflections we were reminded of the following

statements in Mission and Evangel i sm: An Ecumenical Affirmation.

„ Thp rhurch is sent into the world to call people and nations to

repentance, to announce forgiveness of sin and a new ^ginning in

relations with God and with neighbours throu^fesus Christy

This evangelistic calling has a new urgency today . (Preface)

"The proclamation of the Gospel includes an invitation to

recognize and accept in a personal decision the saving lordship

of Christ It is the announcement of a personal encounter,

iLTaleA by the Holy Spirit, with the living Christl fjceiving

his forgiveness and making a personal acceptance of the call to

discipleship and a new life of service". (Para. 10)
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We did not spend much time on trying to define evangelism. Even

so, there is broad agreement between us that evangelism always

means that - in one way or another - people are to be called to

faith in Christ. We therefore endorse the Ecumenical Affirmation

when it states: "Each person is entitled to hear the Good News"

(par. 10). The essence of this Good News is that God was in

Christ reconciling the world unto himself and has now called us

to a ministry of reconciliation. This ministry pertains both to

reconciliation between God and humans, as well as to

reconciliation between individuals and groups alienated from each

other. The Gospel is the good news of the possibility of a new

beginning

.

2. This ministry of reconciliation has, however, to be exercised

within the specific context of every person or group. There are

different entry points for the love of God into the lives of

people, both as individuals and as communities. It is only in

dependence upon God * s Spirit that we can develop a sensitivity

toward these and thus become able to minister authentically to

people's deepest needs.

3. In view of the above, it has to be emphasized that we can only

communicate the gospel to people if we open ourselves to them and

enable them to open themselves to us. This means that listening

to them is crucial in the sharing of the gospel with them; we

cannot share the gospel without sharing ourselves. We live by

the gospel of an incarnate Lord; this implies that the gospel has

to become incarnated in ourselves, the "evangelists". This is

not to suggest that, in our evangelism, we proclaim ourselves,

but that those whom we wish to invite to faith in Christ will

invariably look for signs of that faith in us. And what will

happen if they do not find these? Does not the credibility of

our evangelism, to some extent at least, depend on the

authenticity of our own lives? Can we evangelize others without

becoming vulnerable ourselves?

4. Radio and television have contributed greatly to the spread of

the Gospel in many cases. They penetrate areas where they are the

only means of putting people in touch with the gospel and extend

information about the witness of the Church well beyond its

membership. However we have grave reservations about uses of the

media in evangelism which are not related to or point to local

Christian communities. When evangelists and audience cannot

experience mutual sharing together or engage in processes of

reconciliation with others we have to ask whether such evangelism

does full justice to the ministry of reconciliation with which

the Church is entrusted. We should do all we can to encourage

uses of the media that is responsible and consonant with the

nature of the gospel itself.

5. We are agreed that evangelism always includes the explication

of the gospel. We recognize, however, that we cannot generalize

about the way this should be done. We realize that there are

places and situations where the public, verbal witness to the

gospel is virtually impossible. A "silent" Christian life-style

is, in itself, profoundly evangelistic. Even a radiant and

sacrificial life-style, however, is not in itself sufficiently

explicit. We should always be prepared - under the guidance of

the Holy Spirit - "to give an account of the hope that is within

us" (I Peter 3:15)

.
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6. The Church's evangelistic ministry can never be detached from

its other ministries. If the Church chooses to remain silent in

the face of injustice and oppression, both in society at large

and in the Church itself, it jeopardises its entire evangelistic
ministry. These concerns - which Scripture consistently
summarizes as the plight of the widow, the orphan, the alien and

the poor - are inseparably related to evangelism and every effort

to drive a wedge between these is to be rejected as the

proclamation of a spurious gospel.

We were told of situations where Christians are involved in such

integral evangelism, by challenging unjust structures and

mobilizing themselves and their neighbours in the struggle for

justice and peace. Their actions are motivated by their joint

study of the scriptures and as such often lead to a profound
conversion of those who join hands against oppression. This

experience of incarnat ional evangelism in which kerygma and

diakonia are integrated, usually transcends denominational and

confessional barriers. We see here a new form of contextual
evangelism.

7. We have been reminded of the fact that "the blood of the

martyrs is the seed of the Church" and that, in God's mysterious

ways, it is often a persecuted Church that grows, both in numbers

and in maturity. We have, however, also been reminded that the

issue is not martyrdom as such but faithfulness and that it is

precisely our faithful witness ( martyria ) to the gospel that may

lead the Church into situations where it is ostracized,
marginalized or even persecuted. But we also know that martyrdom

has always been one of the lesser threats to the life and

survival of the Church; lesser, certainly, than complacency and

pride in who we are and what we have achieved. Since no

authentic evangelism can issue from a complacent Church we

solemnly pledge constantly and prayerfully to challenge
ourselves, and examine our own lives and the lives of our

Churches in the light of our high calling. We recognize that

such an attitude of humble self-examination will also imply that

we judge ourselves before we judge others.

8. We were told of countries and situations where whole

communities of Christians boldly and courageously witness to

Christ with the result that people in their thousands turn to

faith in Him. We rejoice with our brothers and sisters in those

situations. We are challenged to ascertain whether such

evangelistic efforts might not be appropriate also in other

contexts. At the same time we sadly ask whether the absence of

these bold, widespread evangelism activities might be

attributable, in some cases, to timidity and failure of nerve, or

to lack of confidence in the power of Christ through the Gospel,

or even to not affirming the neccessity of inviting others to

faith in Christ.

9. We recognize, however, that there may be situations where

people have lost confidence in the Church and have become

impervious to the gospel and its claims. We do not believe that

such situations spell the end of all evangelism, but simply that

they may call for another evangelistic style and approach. We

have been reminded of the profound impact and influence music

has, particularly on the youth, and been given examples of how

music, drama and other forms of the arts may be used to present
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the gospel to people. Christians who are sensitive to the

promptings of the Spirit will be inventive and will always
discover new ways of presenting the Word of Life to those who

have not yet made a commitment to Christ. The dissemination of

Scripture and of other appropriate literature also remains a

powerful means of reaching such people.

10. In our evangelism we are challenged to be sensitive to

people's cultures. This means. inter alia
,
that we cannot simply

export models of evangelism from one culture to another. Some of

us are particularly concerned about the highly individualistic
approach in evangelism in the West which is often conducted in

exactly the same way in other parts of the world, with the result
that converts are often isolated and even alienated from their
families and communities. We were reminded of the fact that, in

some cultures, important decisions - and is not the decision to

become a disciple of Jesus Christ an eminently important one? -

are never taken individually but always corporately. We must
respect such values in these cultures, not least because they
help us become more sensitive to the biblical understanding of

our humanity, and also challenge the excessive individualism in

some cultures.

11. We acknowledge that we can never wholly determine, in
advance, the road our evangelistic ministry will take, nor the
way the gospel will come alive in the life and culture of a

community. The outcome of our evangelistic ministry may often
surprise and sometimes even perplex us, but it belongs to the
authenticity of our evangelism and the trust we have in both the
gospel and the people to whom we go, that we shall desist from
any attempt at manipulation. The outcome of Peter's first
evangelistic encounter with somebody outside the Jewish nation
was a surprise to him ( Acts 10:14,34) and precipitated a

fundamental crisis in the Jerusalem church (Acts 11:2,3). This
has happened before and the same may happen today.

1
12. The Christian faith is by its very nature a missionary faith.
It is therefore intrinsic to the Christian Church to always wish
to cross frontiers and share the gospel with others. Even so, it

is not the church or the individual Christian who converts people
but God. It is not we who bring people to faith but the grace of
God which works through us. Evangelism is therefore, ultimately,
not dependent on our technology, resources or expertise but on
the mysterious and unfathomable workings of the Holy Spirit in

the human heart. There is, therefore, a strange and wonderful
paradox here: On the one hand we are to give our all to the
evangelization of God's world and yet, on the other hand, we are
given the assurance that it is God's work and that God will do
it. The awareness of this paradox makes us bold and committed to
the task of evangelism yet at the same time relaxed in the
knowledge that God's Spirit is the supreme Evangelist.

LOCAL CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES AND EVANGELISM

13. Jesus Christ, our Lord, gave the missionary mandate "Go
therefore, and make disciples of all nations" not to a believer
in isolation but to believers in community. The disciples to whom
he addressed this command constituted the nucleus of the early
Christian Church. Scripturally and ideally, therefore, evangelism
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should be centred in a local church - enhancing its life,

strengthening its vision and extending its influence.

Though there is validity in discussing the
^
heoJ^ies strategies

and programmes of evangelism at national and lonal

consultations we believe that the experiences and concerns of

and groups should not only be

meetings, but should feature prominently m the agenda of

meetings

.

14 In God’s rich and gracious provision, believers are endowed

with different gifts (Rom. 12: 3-8, 1 Cor . 12). These gifts are

ennobling and enabling means of presenting a winsome, saving and

reconciling God in Jesus Christ. Thus evangelism, insofar as the

diversity of gifts is concerned, cannot be limited to one or ev

a series of activities. As believers become faithful in

expressing thei^particuiar gifts, the Holy Spirit defines for

them their avenues of service.

God calls all believers to participate in ^one^n

'

Men and women, clergy and laity, young and old - all are one in

Christ one in the Spirit (Gal. 3:28; 1 Cor. 12 : 13 ), all are

proclaimed, in word and act, of the Good News they together

share

.

We are aware that there are still structures which inhibit the

full participation of all believers in evangelism, particularly

women and youth

.

u Th „ local churches are highly diverse in location, history,

culture,* socio-political sifultidn and

there cannot be the same evangelism agenda for all Churche

everywhere

.

Local churches should take seriously the need to develop

models as part of their evangelistic obedience to

rod Thev should be given ample creative space to evolve tnese

models ?».eS on muchVayer and reflection on God’s Word and

their personal and communal experiences with God.

EVANGELISM AND THE RENEWAL OF THE CHURCH

16. Authentic evangelism renews the Church; a renewed Church

ouannpi

i

7 P 9 Believers appropriate m their own lives

individually and corporately - the transforming grace and power

of the Good News as they proclaim it to others. Such

manifestations of growing Chr ist-likeness before the ”°rld

commend the evangelistic message which in turn is used by th

Holv Spirit to draw others. The early churches in the book ot

Acts showed this life-giving, life-changing dynamism. So do many

local churches today.

As we have already seen, the Holy Spirit is the
.

Gr^^angeliSt *

The Spirit's role in evangelism is often ignored, thoug
.

lip- service
S

may be paid to it. Churches are in danger of centring

their evangelistic efforts only on personnel, denominations,

programmes and money.

The local church must learn to be still, to wait upon the wind of

the Spirit’s stirring which often comes in quietness, worship and
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prayer; to listen carefully to the Spirits voice in humble
obedience. A reflective local church will be effective in its
evangelism.

17. Commitment to other brothers and sisters in Christ is an
aspect of Church renewal which in itself has evangelistic
demensions. People everywhere, are searching for meaningful human
relationships that will help them weather many of the storms of
life. Such relationships do not exploit or discriminate; they
help people define their identity; they help them to share in the
struggles of others; and to rejoice with them. Sadly however,
relationships in many Church circles can be superficial and
artificial. Authentic relationships are nurtured when we submit
to each other in obedience to the Lord (Phil 2:1-8; Eph. 5:21).

18. A corporate commitment to worship, prayer, fellowship and
celebration of the Good News is another aspect of Church renewal
and evangelism. Such a commitment characterised the churches
mentioned in the book of Acts. These churches grew (Acts 2:47,
5:14). In times of persecution and danger their solidarity in
Christ and with each other helped them stand, even to the point
of death.

EVANGELISM AND THE UNITY OF THE CHURCH

19. "God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself" ( 2 Cor.
5:19). We are called to be ambassadors of and for our reconciling
God; ambassadors who bear, individually and corporately, the
signs of reconciliation - at one with each other as Christ is at
one with the Father.

The nature of evangelism will rise out of our understanding of
the good news that is being proclaimed and will colour the nature
of the good news that is received.

Salvation brings spiritual and total wholeness to of the
individual at one with God in Jesus Christ. Such wholeness gives
people a new identity not by affirming them in their
self-centredness but by calling them to give themselves to others
in Christ's way. The New Testament communities of faith were
rebuked when they divided to suit the taste, preference or
personal loyalties of individuals (1 Cor. 1:10-13).

20. Our Lord Jesus Christ in John 17 prayed for the unity of his
followers. Forms of evangelism which cater primarily to
denominational aggrandizement fail to affirm the indivisibility
of the one body of Christ. Authentic evangelism calls people into
a community with all Christian people, a community which - in
spite of denominational and other barriers - lives under the sign
of at-one-ment under the cross.

21. We have discerned two related circumstances which jeopardise
the unity and the evangelistic effectiveness of the Church.

a) In some places, churches which have been present for a long
time consider that the unity of Christ's people is not helped by
the activities of groups undertaking direct evangelism towards
persons who have a traditional relationship to those churches.
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b) In the opinion of others, some of these churches appear
defensive about "their" nominal members but unable or perhaps
even uninterested in active evangelism towards them. They believe
there is an imperative to evangelize in such circumstances.

We need to address these issues with care and creative
sensitivity

.

22. Any evangelism which does not build up good relationships
with other Christians in the community must inevitably come under
question. Local churches therefore should be encouraged to pray
and work together in a co-operative and loving spirit as a sign

of witness and of the attractiveness of the face of Jesus Christ:
"See how they love one another".

23. We affirm that Christian unity, important as it is, must
never be a unity for its own sake. It is a unity so that all may

believe, and in harmony with a mission in Christ’s way on behalf

of, and in identification with, the poor, the lost and the least

in God's creation.

THE ROLE OF PARA-CHURCH ORGANIZATIONS IN EVANGELISM

24. We give thanks for the dedicated individuals and the

stewardship of resources in organisations and agencies which work

to support the churches and serve the world in the name of

Christ. We greatly value the work done by these bodies when they
act after consultation, and in conjunction with the churches and

communities of Christ's people in local areas, in such a way as

to build up the sign of Christ's unifying love, and to empower
the actions of Christ's people there.

25. We hear the cries of pain of churches and communities of

Christ's people in local areas when some outside agencies, driven

by the ardour of their convictions, have acted - in the opinion

of some local churches - without consultation, to the detriment

of the work and vision of these churches. Such action does not

strengthen, but weakens the credibility and witness of the

Church

.

EVANGELISM IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER FAITHS

26.

We acknowledge and affirm that authentic witness to Jesus

Christ should be carried out in a spirit of respect for the

beliefs and devotion of others. It can never be simply a

"telling" but must also be a sensitive "listening". It must,

furthermore, always respect the freedom of others and should not

be coercive or seductive in any way. We acknowledge that God has

not left himself without witness anywhere (Acts 16:17) and we

joyfully recognize a knowledge of God, a sense of the

transcendent, among many human communities including many
faith-communities. At the same time, it needs to be pointed out

that humankind's knowledge of God is vitiated by sin and God's

gracious revelation in Christ is needed to call us all back to an

authentic vision of God. We agree with the Ecumenical
Affirmation (para. 43) that the Spirit of God is at work in the

world convincing humankind of God's righteousness and convicting

them of their own sin (John 16:8). As we enter into dialogue
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with those of other faiths we should keep in mind both the

knowledge of God which is available to all and the work of the

Spirit ahead of our own witness. We recognise also the figure of

Christ in the poor, the needy, the ill and the oppressed (Matt.

25: 31-46).

27. Christians, nevertheless, owe the message of God's salvation

in Jesus Christ to every person and to every people ( Ecumenical

Affirmation para. 41). As we have already said, the proclamation

of the Gospel includes an invitation to each person to recognise

and accept in a personal decision the saving Lordship of Christ

(para. 10). This might be seen as a fulfilment of the aspirations

of humankind expressed sometimes in religious traditions but at

other times in non-religious movements and even at times in

counter-religious movements. Such proclamation may also be

understood as a making explicit of an implicit knowledge; or as

bringing assurance and certainty of salvation to all those who,

without prior explicit knowledge of Jesus Christ, the only
Saviour and Lord, have nevertheless realized their own inadequacy

and sin and have thrown themselves on the mercy of God. While

the proclamation of the Gospel will affirm and confirm certain

aspects of a person's or a people's previous religious
experience, it will also challenge and judge other aspects of

such experience. It is always, therefore, a call to repentance

and new life. We recognise that dialogue is not to be used for

cheap proselytism but we believe that it can be a medium of

authentic witness, though we are aware that there are other

reasons for the necessity of dialogue with those of other faiths.

Such reasons would include the building up of community, common

witness about the dignity and rights of human beings and

addressing human need.

28. As Christians we welcome the fact that many societies are

moving towards greater openness and pluralism. In some cases the

emergence of a plural society makes the existence of Christian

Churches, in a predominantly non-Christian culture, possible. In

others, societies, which have hitherto been largely "Christian
,

become increasingly plural with many different old and new faiths

represented in them. We recognize both phenomena as within God's

providence and as giving Christians fresh opportunities to love,

serve and witness to their neighbours. We are concerned that

some societies remain closed and continue to deny freedom of

belief, of conscience and of free expression to their members.

As Christians, we are committed to the promotion of these

freedoms in our respective societies.

PROGRAMMES FOR EVANGELISM IN THE WCC

29.

We welcome the stimulus to evangelism which the "Evangelism

Desk" at CWME has been in recent years and we feel that a more

comprehensive programme would be beneficial for the task of

evangelism among the member-Churches of the WCC and beyond. Such

a programme should enable, equip and strengthen the Churches for

the task of evangelism. The programme could include within it

the following elements:

i) Sharing: This would include the sharing of news and views

and models of evangelism among the different Churches but would

also seek to bring evangelists, pastors, theologians, church
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administrators and lay Christians witnessing in their daily tasks

together for consultation and planning. Such consultations would
be learning experiences and could lead to a sharing of resources

between different Churches.

ii) Education and Training:
a) The programme would stimulate theological reflection

on the nature of evangelism and its relationship to the nature of

the Church.
b) The programme would seek to educate Christians

regarding the importance of evangelism. It would promote the

production of materials which could be used by local churches,

facilitate locally and regionally based seminars and encourage

, such cross-cultural exchanges as promote and stimulate

S evangelism.
c) The programme would encourage the development of

,

m
training programmes for evangelists and would seek to integrate

missiology, especially as it relates to evangelism, into the

curricula of theological studies. It would disseminate

information on these matters to a wider constituency.
d) The programme would promote workshops for members of

different denominations where they can share their evangelistic

experience, where they can reflect on their community, and where

they can urge new and appropriate methods of evangelistic action.

iii) Relating to other Christian organisations on matters of

evangelistic concern: This would include not only relating to

Roman Catholic initiatives in evangelism but also to

non-conciliar bodies such as the Lausanne Committee for World

Evangelization, the World Evangelical Fellowship, The Billy

Graham Evangelistic Association and other organisations as and

when they come to be identified.

iv) It would be useful if the desk could stimulate, directly or

indirectly, programmes which address the following:

a) The circumstances of Churches from all traditions

with large numbers of "nominal" members, whereby there can be a

renewal of the spiritual life of the faith community that will

again set forth Christ as the one who calls to newness of life

and to unity - not as one who divides his own.

b) The circumstances where the surrounding society

encourages people to think of the gospel as a commodity to be

chosen and rejected like any other product in a market economy.

How can the WCC enable us to help each other as Churches and

individual Christians to repent of preaching and living the

gospel in such a way as to encourage people to believe that the

Gospel is something which can be divided into parts some will

like, and other parts preferred by others, placed in a range of

packages for marketing purposes.

» c) The circumstances where decline in church membership

and influence subtly affects the motivation for evangelism, with

the danger that subconsciously the desire is for survival of the

church (denomination - even congregation) rather than the

formation of Christ-centred, reconciled and reconciling

communities where all Christians accept, affirm and support each

other as brothers and sisters in the one Lord, fully welcome in

common worship.

v) We encourage CWME to do everything possible to stimulate,

throughout the various WCC sub-units, an analysis and awareness

of the mission and evangelism implications of their various

programmes

•


